Reliable

Breathing
Circuits
So dependable, they wear our family name.
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ADULT BREATHING CIRCUITS
For nearly 50 years, A.M. Bickford’s veterinary anesthesia equipment
& supplies have built a reputation of quality, safety, durability, and trust.
Veterinary anesthesia breathing circuits are an extension of the
anesthesia machine to your patient. The integrity of your equipment
& system depends on them. A.M. Bickford’s breathing circuit products
are reliable, convenient and designed for you, and your patients’ safety.
Click here to see our Breathing Circuits online.

Adult Unilimb Breathing Circuit
#06830

Features at a glance:
Excellent
Customer Service

This 40″ circuit attaches to standard inhalation
and exhalation absorber connections. Its unique
tube-within-a-tube design improves patient heat
and moisture retention to improve recovery time.

Dedicated and dependable
service, tailored to the
needs of veterinarians.

On-time Shipping

Competitive rates.
Orders ship daily.
Local pickup also available.

Adult Breathing Circuit
#52019

Pediatric Size

Industry standard pediatric
size: 5/8″ID x 30″long
Ends: 22 mm F x 15 mm F

Our 40” basic adult-size circuit is made of clear,
corrugated tube that provides flexibility and helps
prevent kinks and occlusion. It features standard
22mm end connections, and fits directly into
a breathing mask or standard endotracheal tube
connector with a Y-piece or 90 degree elbow.

Adult Size

Industry standard adult
size: 7/8″ID x 40″long
Ends: 22 mm F x 15 mm F

Standard Connections

15 or 22mm end connections
safely and securely connect
to the inhalation and
exhalation of the absorber.

BREATHING CIRCUIT CONNECTORS
“Y” Connector
Adult: #06111 • Pediatric: #06112

Corrugated Tubing

Provides flexibility and
helps prevent kinks
and occlusion. Standard
22mm end connections.

Our standard Y-piece features standard end
connections, and fits directly into breathing mask
or standard endotracheal tube connector.
Adult: 22mm connection; Pediatric: 15mm

Tube Within Tube

Elbow Connector
#06113

Unique design improves
patient heat and moisture
retention to improve
recovery time.

Visit ambickford.com for information
on our anesthesia masks, veterinary
equipment and supplies.

Our standard 22 mm end 90-degree elbow
connector fits directly into breathing mask
or standard endotracheal tube connector.
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PEDIATRIC BREATHING CIRCUITS
For nearly 50 years, A.M. Bickford’s veterinary anesthesia equipment
& supplies have built a reputation of quality, safety, durability, and trust.
Veterinary anesthesia breathing circuits are an extension of the
anesthesia machine to your patient. The integrity of your equipment
& system depends on them. A.M. Bickford’s breathing circuit products
are reliable, convenient and designed for you, and your patients’ safety.
Click here to see our Breathing Circuits online.

ANESTHESIA
MASKS

Pediatric Unilimb Breathing Circuit
#06831
This 40″ circuit attaches to standard inhalation
and exhalation absorber connections. Its unique
tube-within-a-tube design improves patient heat
and moisture retention to improve recovery time.

Veterinary anesthesia masks are
a critical component for a successful
surgery, since they are direct
extension of the anesthesia machine
to the patient. A.M. Bickford’s
anesthesia masks are reliable,
durable and safe.

Pediatric Breathing Circuit
#27392
Our 30” basic pediatric-size circuit is made of clear,
corrugated tube that provides flexibility and helps
prevent kinks and occlusion. It features standard
22mm end connections, and fits directly into
a breathing mask or standard endotracheal tube
connector with a Y-piece or 90 degree elbow.

Feline Masks
Available in large, meduim, and small
sizes. Made from a soft, pliable,
transparent, vinyl-plastic compound.
Large mask has standard 22mm
female connection; medium and small
masks have 15mm male connection.

Pediatric Breathing Tube
#27393
Our 30” basic pediatric-size circuit is made of clear,
corrugated tube that provides flexibility and helps
prevent kinks and occlusion. Features standard
22mm and 15mm end connections.

Animal Anesthesia Masks
Have a cone-shape design, and are
available in several sizes. Made from
a high-impact transparent plastic.
Neoprene rubber diaphragm provides
a secure, leak free fit. Connect via
standard 15mm male connection.
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Visit ambickford.com for information
on our line of veterinary equipment
and supplies.

